We study some desirable properties of recently introduced measures of quantum correlations based on the amount of non-commutativity quantified by the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (Sci Rep 6:25241, 2016, and Quantum Inf. Process. 16:226, 2017). Specifically, we show that: 1) for any bipartite (A + B) state, the measures of quantum correlations with respect to subsystem A are non-increasing under any Local Commutative Preserving Operation on subsystem A, and 2) for Bell diagonal states, the measures are non-increasing under arbitrary local operations on B. Our results accentuate the potentialities of such measures, and exhibit them as valid monotones in a resource theory of quantum correlations with free operations restricted to the appropriate local channels.
Introduction
For a long time, entanglement was believed to be the main resource for the practical implementation of quantum information processing. However, at present, it is widely recognized that entanglement is not the unique asset which can be exploited in quantum protocols in order to outperform their classical counterpart. Several results indicate that in some quantum tasks the processing improvements are due to correlations of a quantum nature different from entanglement [1] - [8] .
The prominent role of such (general) quantum correlations (QC) in the efficient realization of a number of tasks, has led to the introduction of several and different measures of QC, yet at present there is no general consensus regarding which is the most suitable and practical measure to be used in an arbitrary composite quantum system. Due to the subtle nature of quantumness, no single quantity captures all its essential features, and extensive effort has been dedicated in order to characterize it in varied ways.
One of the most widely used measure of quantum correlations in bipartite systems is the so-called (standard) quantum discord (QD) [9, 10] , which essentially quantifies the discrepancy between the quantum versions of two classically equivalent expressions for the mutual information. Although from a conceptual point of view QD is of relevance in assessing possible non-classical resources for information processing, it exhibits some practical drawbacks. For example, at this moment there is no straightforward criterion to verify the presence of nonzero discord in a given arbitrary bipartite quantum state. Besides, as the evaluation of QD involves an optimization procedure, analytical results are known only in some particular cases [11] - [20] . Furthermore, in general, calculation of quantum discord is a hard task, since the optimization procedure needs to be done by means of a sweep over a complete set of measurements performed over one of the subsystems [21] .
With the aim of finding alternative ways to quantify quantum correlations, several measures other than QD have been proposed [22] - [29] , and the set of desirable properties that bonafide measures of correlations should satisfy have been thoroughly discussed. Of particular importance for this work are the noncommutativitybased measures of QC introduced in [29] and [30] , and some criteria presented in [31] and [32] . In particular, we focus on those criteria that are of relevance in the context of resource theories [32] , in which any well-behaved measure of a resource, in this case QC, should be monotonically non-increasing under the action of certain (so-called free) operations. For a bipartite (A+B) system, and considering QC with respect to to subsystem A only, these operations are the Local Commutative Preserving Operations (LCPO) on A, and local operations on B. Because of this, in this paper we focus on demonstrating the monotonously non-increasing behaviour of the non-commutativity based measure under these particular local operations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we outline the basic theoretical background for our analysis, including the definition of asymmetrical (one-sided) quantum correlations, the properties that suitable QC measures should satisfy according to [32] , and the definition of the aforementioned measures of QC based on non-commutativity. In Sec. 3 we present our main results, demostrating the non-increasing behaviour of such measures under any LCPO on subsystem A for arbitrary bipartite states, and under any local operation on subsystem B for the family of Bell-diagonal states. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.
Theoretical framework

One-sided quantum correlations in bipartite systems
Let us consider a bipartite system A + B with finite-dimensional Hilbert space H AB = H A ⊗ H B , in a quantum state ρ. If the system is prepared in a pure state ρ = |ψ AB ψ AB |, correlations between the subsystems arise only when |ψ AB is an entangled (non-factorizable) state. That is, entanglement is the only possible form of (quantum) correlations in pure bipartite states. In contrast, if the system is prepared in a mixed state ρ, separable (unentangled) states can be endowed with nonclassical correlations, thus providing a subtler and richer situation compared with the pure-state case.
The set of separable states S AB of bipartite quantum systems is composed of density operators ρ ∈ D AB (with D AB the convex set of density operators acting on H AB ), that decompose as a convex sum of product states ρ A ⊗ ρ B , where ρ A(B) refers to the (reduced) quantum state of subsystem A (B). In other words, the set S AB is defined as
where {p i } is a probability distribution satisfying ∑ i p i = 1. Any state ρ that does not admit a decomposition of the form given by Eq. (1) is said to be non-separable, or equivalently, entangled. Even though states in S AB do not exhibit entanglement, non-classical correlations may be present in them. In order to determine the form of those quantum correlated states, we first establish the structure of the classically correlated ones. Specifically, classical correlations arise in states in which both subsystems A and B can be effectively described (or simulated) by classical systems, whose accessible states are distinguishable. Therefore, whenever all ρ i A and ρ i B in Eq. (1) reduce to projectors in some orthonormal basis {|i A ∈ H A }, and {|j B ∈ H B }, respectively, any correlation present is of classical nature. The corresponding state ρ is said to be classical-classical, and belongs to the set of classical-classical states, defined according to
with {p ij } a joint probability distribution.
States not contained in C AB exhibit non-classical correlations of some kind. In particular, all separable states in which subsystem A is classical but B is not, give rise to the set of (A)classical-(B)quantum states:
The states contained in C A are thus said to be classically correlated with respect to A, and quantumly correlated with respect to B. In a similar way, exchanging A ↔ B in the above expressions we can also define the set C B of (A)quantum-(B)classical states. In order to quantify the amount of asymmetric, one-sided, non-classical correlations in a given state ρ, several measures have been constructed. Although a unique set of criteria that appropriate positive and real functions Q A -measuring the quantum correlations with respect to subsystem A-should satisfy is still an open problem, as discussed in [31] and [32] , reasonable necessary properties are:
, with E an appropriate entanglement measure. (QC reduces to an entanglement measure for pure states).
Additional requirements for A-sided QC measures are [32] : (A-sided quantum correlations are monotonously non-increasing under local operations on subsystem B).
Non-commutativity measures of quantum correlations
For the bipartite system under consideration, the state ρ can always be expressed as
where {|i B } stands for an orthonormal basis of H B , and
With the operators A ij just defined, Guo [29] introduces the following measure of QC (with respect to subsystem A) :
where || · || 2 is the trace norm, ||A|| 2 = Tr(A † A), and Ω represents the set of all the possible pairs (regardless of the order). As discussed in [29] , D A (ρ) satisfies the requirements i) and ii) above. Yet, as shown in [30] , it fails in reducing to a satisfactory measure of entanglement for pure states (requirement iii)). In order to surmount this difficulty, the following quantity has been proposed as a more appropriate measure of A-sided quantum correlations [30] :
where the minimum is taken over all representations of the state ρ. This improved measure of QC based on non-commutativity, thus satisfies requirements i)-iii). In what follows, we show that it always complies with condition iv), and that it satisfies condition v) whenever an important (yet restricted) family of two-qubit states is considered.
Verification of conditions iv) and v)
Criterion iv): Non-increasing behaviour under the action of any LCPO map on A
Let us consider a map ∆ A acting on A, and the transformed state
Resorting to Eq. (5) we have
where ρ ′ = ∑ ij ∆ A A ij ⊗ |i B j B | . Thus, from Eq. (4) we can identify A ′ ij = ∆ A A ij , and consequently the measure D A (ρ ′ ) involves the commutators
We now consider that ∆ A is a LCPO map. 1 If dim H A = 2, then every LCPO map on A is either a unital or a completely decohering map [33] , which in turn is also unital. 2 Therefore, for dim H A = 2, every ∆ A is a unital map. If instead dim H A > 2, every LCPO map is an isotropic or a completely decohering map [34, 35] . For these reasons in what follows we analyze the commutators (9) considering separately the cases dim H A = 2 and dim H A > 2.
The case dim H A = 2. Unital maps
We start by expressing the 2 × 2 matrices {A ij } and {A ′ ij } in terms of the 2 × 2 identity matrix I 2 , and σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ), with {σ i } the Pauli matrices, thus getting
where 
where we defined β
Resorting to Eq. (11), equivalent expressions are obtained for the matrices {A ′ ij }:
with η (mn) ijkl = 2i e m ij e n kl − e n ij e m kl . Now, any linear, trace and positive preserving map Φ in a bidimensional space that maps the operatorM = m · (I 2 , σ) intoM ′ = m ′ · (I 2 , σ), is completely characterized by the following transformation on the corresponding vectors:
where
with 0 = (0, 0, 0), t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ), and T the 3 × 3 matrix
This last condition results form the positivity-preserving condition [36] . In addition, for unital maps it holds that t = 0.
In the present (unital) case, Eq. (15) becomes e ij = Td ij , with t = 0, whence
ijkl . Resorting to Eq. (17) gives thus |η
ijkl | 2 , and comparison of Eqs. (13) and (14) results in
This inequality implies that under a LCPO (unital) operation on the qubit A,
, hence Guo's measure, and consequently the measure (7), does not increase under LCPO whenever dim H A = 2.
The case dim H A > 2. Completely decoherent and isotropic maps
We now consider dimH A > 2, in which case any LCPO map is either a completely decohering map, or an isotropic one. The former case is trivial, since a completely decohering map on A takes an arbitrary state ρ into an A-classical state, element of C A . Since D A (ρ) = d A (ρ) = 0 whenever ρ ∈ C A , it follows straightforward that neither D A nor d A increase under a completely decoherent map on subsystem A.
Therefore, in what follows we focus on isotropic maps acting on A. An isotropic map Φ iso can be represented as
with d = dim H, Γ a unitary or antiunitary operation, and p a parameter such that [32, 34, 35] . Notice that in both cases p 2 ≤ 1.
From Eq. (9) with ∆ A = Φ iso we get
For the unitary case we write
and therefore
As stated below Eq. (18), this implies that
For the antiunitary case we put
so that resorting to the invariance of the Hilbert Schmidt norm under the transposition of its argument we arrive at
and we are finally led to the non-increasing behaviour of D A and d A (Eq. (23)) under isotropic maps on A.
Criterion v):
Non-increasing behaviour under the action of any quantum local operation on B
The criterion will now be proved considering dim H A = dim H B = 2, and restricting ourselves to states ρ such that ρ A and ρ B are maximally mixed. That is, we analyze criterion v) for Bell-diagonal states:
with real constants c k . Equation (5) gives in this case:
The commutators thus result
with α
We now consider the transformed state ρ ′ = (I A ⊗ Φ)ρ, obtained after applying a completely positive trace preserving map Φ on subsystem B,
Writing I B = d · (I, σ) with d = (1, 0) , and σ j = s j · (I, σ) with s j = (0, x j ), where x j is the canonical unitary vector in the j-th direction, we can resort to Eq. (15) and obtain
Using Eqs. (30)- (32) we compute the commutators resulting after the action of the map,
Finally, given that |λ j | ≤ 1 (Eq. (17)), comparison of Eqs. (29) and (33) leads us to
hence to Eq. (18), which demonstrates the non-increasing behaviour of D A and d A under local operations on B for Bell-diagonal states.
Concluding remarks
In this work we studied the behaviour of the non-commutativity measures of QC (6) and (7) under the action of local operations either on subsystem A or B. Specifically, we demonstrated that irrespective of the particular bipartite system, D A and d A are non-increasing under any Local Commutative Preserving Operation on subsystem A, a feature that strengthens the benefits of resorting to such measures. In this sense, though we have only analyzed non-commutativity measures defined in terms of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, it seems plausible to carry out a similar analysis involving any arbitrary norm satisfying some basic properties (as for instance, the invariance under the transposition of its argument). We also showed that when considering (two-qubit) Bell-diagonal states, D A and d A do not increase under arbitrary local operations on subsystem B. This is also an important advance regarding the potentialities of the measures, yet it remains to extend the analysis to arbitrary bipartite states. Our findings show that these measures shape up as a promising option for a quantum correlation resource theory.
